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high treason and murder
examination of mormon prisoners
at richmond missouri in november 1838

the

stephen C lesueur

the richmond court of inquiry

the preliminary hearing that sent
joseph smith and other latter day saint leaders to jail following the
so called mormon war of 1838 in missouri has long been viewed within
the LDS community as a sham trial held by missouri officials to give
legal covering to their persecution of the saints joseph smith labeled
it a mock examination in which there was not the least shadow
of honor or justice or law administered toward them but sheer
prejudice and the spirit of persecution and malice
according to
mormon accounts the chief witnesses for the state were apostates and
persecutors who swore to all manner of lies in addition missouri
officials allegedly denied the defendants their right to cross examine
witnesses bring their own witnesses or testify on their own behalf
in this mock court of inquiry the defendants were prevented from
giving any testimony on their part by an armed force at the court
so there was no testimony examined only against them
house
wrote joseph smith sidney rigdon and elias smith in a joint petition
to congress 2
the mormon defendants disputed the courts findings for three
main reasons first the prosecutions witnesses testified falsely regarding
mormon activities during the conflict second missouri officials
deliberately prevented the defendants from presenting an adequate
defense and third missouri officials made no attempt to investigate
mormons during the disturbances
the many crimes committed by non cormons
mormons viewed the proceedings as a deliberate and cynical misuse
the cormons
of the american judicial system that allowed missouri officials to railroad
mormon leaders into prison and to shield non mormon criminals
disturbances
the real instigators of the disturb
ances from prosecution this view
generally dominates LDS histories of these events 3
1

m the department of economics at the university
stephen C lesueur is currently a graduate teaching fellow in
U S economic history A large portion of this article is excerpted from
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cormons
Mor mons third
there is no question regarding the validity of the mormons

claim missouri officials did not investigate the conduct of non mormon
participants in the disturbances a fact which reveals a strong prejudice
against the latter day saints nevertheless the evidence indicates that
the other two claims regarding the richmond hearing are not entirely
true A large portion of the testimony presented at the hearing is
mormons
Mormons in
supported by the journals and reminiscences of loyal cormons
addition the evidence suggests that missouri officials conducted the
hearing according to accepted legal procedures this does not necessarily
mean that the mormon defendants were guilty of committing any crimes
mormons
Mormons as a group received just treatment from missouri
or that the cormons
authorities this focus upon the richmond hearing upon questions
related to the conduct of and evidence presented at the hearing
does not represent a complete picture of mormon troubles in missouri
but this reexamination of the hearing does suggest that the traditional
view gives us an incomplete even distorted picture of these events
A better understanding of the richmond hearing allows for a better
mormons and their
understanding of the entire conflict between the cormons
neighbors in western missouri
THE PURPOSE OF THE RICHMOND COURT OF INQUIRY

the richmond

court of inquiry was not as its name implies a
military tribunal but a preliminary hearing conducted by civil officials
the purpose of preliminary hearings has changed little since the 1830s
though in recent years magistrates have increased their concern for
the rights of the accused 4 when defendants are brought before the
court at preliminary hearings the prosecution must demonstrate
1 that a crime has been committed and 2 that sufficient evidence
exists to bring the accused to trial preliminary hearings serve to prevent
suspected persons from escaping while also safeguarding them from
groundless prosecution prosecuting attorneys generally present only
enough evidence to establish probable cause for believing the
defendants are guilty of the alleged crimes defense attorneys once
they realize that sufficient evidence exists to charge their clients rarely
make an extended presentation of their case the hearing thus provides
the defense with an opportunity to discover the prosecutions case while
revealing little of its own strategy
the judge plays an active role in the preliminary hearing
sometimes taking over the questioning of witnesses in order to
establish the essential facts in the case under examination because the
prosecution must establish only a reasonable cause for believing the
accused are guilty magistrates often evaluate the evidence in a light
favorable to the state some judges will stop the examination and bind
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over the defendants for trial without even allowing the defense to
present its witnesses when they believe enough evidence has been
submitted for probable cause questions regarding the defendants
motives the reliability of witnesses conflicts in testimony and other
problems of evidence are left for juries not the judge to decide at
later trials A decision by the judge to charge the defendants does not
represent a conviction or judgment of guilt against them it simply
means the judge has found probable cause to believe the defendants
committed the alleged crime thus warranting further investigation
within the judicial system
missouri officials held the richmond court of inquiry to determine
whether they had probable cause to believe certain mormon individuals
had committed crimes during the 1838 disturbances in northern
Missour lans
ians as the
missouri the conflict popularly known among missourians
mtssourians

mormon war began when anti mormon vigilantes attempted to
cormons
prevent the saints from settling in carroll county the mormons
responded defensively but hostilities gradually escalated until both
mormon and non mormon vigilantes plundered burned and drove
suspected enemies from their homes each group believed the other
to be the aggressor and thus justified its own extralegal activities as
necessary for self preservation civil authorities intervened on numerous
occasions first to prevent bloodshed between the two groups and
finally to quell a reported mormon insurrection during the last two
weeks of conflict northwestern missouri suffered a complete breakdown
of control by local authorities nearly all inhabitants in daviess
caldwell and ray counties fled to the larger towns for safety while
about three thousand mormon and non mormon soldiers patrolled the
region the conflict ended when badly outnumbered mormon troops
surrendered to the state militia at far west on 1 november 1838
with order restored the non mormon population demanded that
mormons allegedly
the civil authorities bring to trial and punish the cormons
responsible for the conflict the mormon war had polarized public
opinion in western missouri many people who initially opposed the
anti mormon vigilantes had by the end of the conflict concluded that
mormons were the cause of trouble 5 although eastern missouri
the cormons
newspapers called for a searching investigation applied to the guilty
on all sides 6 relatively few western missouri residents viewed the
disturbances in such an objective manner although anti mormon
vigilantes were the first to take up arms in the conflict most non
mormons in the western counties saw the cormons
mormons as the cause of
cormons
mormons secret danite band their military operations
trouble the cormons
in daviess county their attack on state troops at crooked river their
fortifications at far west and dissidents reports of aggressive intentions
mormons had posed
by mormon leaders all stood as evidence that the cormons
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and that the action against the
cormons were
saints had been justified crimes committed by non mormons
regarded as the unfortunate result of the excitement generated by the
conflict this biased view of the events led missouri officials to examine
mormons
Mor
only the conduct of cormons
mons as if they alone had been responsible
for the disturbances
general john B clark arrived in far west on 4 november 1838
generaljohn
mormons surrendered with instructions to deliver
four days after the cormons
mormon prisoners to the civil authorities for trial 7 general clark
conducted a two day investigation to determine which individuals
should be brought to trial he gathered the bulk of his information
mormons who had become disillusioned with the church most
from cormons
of them had opposed mormon military operations as overly aggressive
mormons supplied much
and illegal although these dissident cormons
information about general mormon activities during the disturbances
they revealed few names to general clark
dark
oark one of those questioned by
clark george M hinkle later claimed that I told them that all 1I knew
to be guilty of breaking the law had fled from the city the night before
general clark
the surrender 8 8general
oark said that no one disclosed any useful
dark
information until his officers brought in sampson avard who was
captured while trying to flee the state fearing for his life for he had
participated in many of the mormon military operations avard agreed
to supply the names of mormon offenders in return for immunity from
prosecution clark reported but for the capture of sampson avard
9
1I do not believe 1I could have obtained any useful facts
the richmond hearing began on 12 november and lasted until
29 november 1838 fifty three of the defendants brought to richmond
had been identified during general clarks two day investigation in
far west eleven others were added during the hearing the prosecution
focused its examination on three main areas of reported criminal activity
first the raiding expeditions in daviess county where mormon soldiers
burned plundered and drove settlers from their homes second the
2235 october battle at crooked river where mormon state troops clashed
with non mormon state troops killing one man and wounding several
others and third the allegedly treasonous activities of mormon leaders
cormons were engaged in
for years rumors had circulated that the mormons
an aaron burr type conspiracy to establish a theocratic kingdom
on the missouri frontier civil officials viewed the extralegal military
operations of mormon soldiers the machinations of the secret danite
band and the reported dictatorial control of church leaders in caldwell
county as evidence of a treasonous plot by byjoseph
joseph smith and his cohorts
to usurp the functions of government in northwestern missouri the
mormon prisoners hired alexander doniphan their loyal friend and
amos rees to defend their case
a genuine threat from the beginning

1
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THE RICHMOND COURT OF INQUIRY

richmond the ray county seat had been a scene of great activity
and excitement during the mormon war richmond citizens sent
numerous committees to investigate the growing hostilities between
cormons and their neighbors in daviess county throughout the
the mormons
disturbances mormon dissenters fled to richmond with reports of
mormon militancy and oppression two apostles thomas B marsh and
orson hyde signed affidavits informing richmond citizens that
joseph smith and his mormon army intend taking the united states
and ultimately the whole world 10 in response to these reports
ray county citizens sent captain samuel bogart with a company of
men to guard the county line bogart s troops subsequently clashed
with a mormon state militia unit at crooked river where three
mormons and one missourian were killed following this battle women
cormons
and children were evacuated from richmond and sent across the
missouri river to lexington while the men rushed north to halt an
expected mormon onslaught richmond citizens also sent numerous

reports to governor boggs reporting mormon aggression and pleading
for assistance blood and plunder appears to be their object and those
who do not join with them in their incendiary conduct are banished
from caldwell desperate citizens informed the governor unless a
military force is brought to act against them and that shortly they
will destroy as far as they are able
the fear and hostility generated
by the disturbances had hardly subsided when less than two weeks
after the mormon surrender circuit court judge austin A king
mormons responsible
commenced a preliminary hearing to identify the cormons
for the conflict
large crowds gathered in richmond as the hearing began the
unfinished windowless county courthouse served as both prison and
courtroom for most of the mormon defendants while joseph smith
and several others considered more dangerous were chained together
and held separately in a nearby location during the hearing the
defendants stood together behind a long pole that separated them from
cormons
judge king many of those attending the hearing were non mormons
who had participated in the recent conflict captain bogart and his
mormons
Mor mons served
men who made no secret of their animosity toward cormons
as guards for the prisoners and their witnesses
shoot your mormon
1I have shot mine
one of the guards reportedly shouted to another 12
one of the defendants morris phelps reported that many spectators
gathered menacingly around the prisoners
another missourian would say pointing out some one of us
usi

there

a red hot mormon d rn him I1 am acquainted with him to
jio
another that dam rascal was in the battle or out to davis sio
flo
sic or to
is
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dewit

such a one is a great preacher and leader amongst them he ought
to be hung or sent to the penitentiary thus they would examine and
view us as critical as if we were ravenous wolves and they were about
fur 13
to purchase us for our furj3

mormons
large and hostile crowd convinced of the cormons
Mormons guilt
intimidated the witnesses and defendants throughout the hearing
we have smith rigdon and dr avord sic here in chains closely
confined under a strong guard wrote one observer as the hearing
began and 1I hope they will never get from here until they satisfy
the world by their deaths for all the crimes they were instrumental

the

in committing 14
the state called dr sampson avard as its first witness A talented
and persuasive man avard had helped organize and direct the secret
danite organization whose chief purpose was to rid the church of
dissenters and enforce orthodoxy among the saints his appearancc
appearance as a
mormons and missourians
Missour ians avard had wielded
witness surprised both cormons
considerable influence among the saints during the disturbances and
many expected him to be a prime suspect not a key witness in the
alleged crimes
cormons claimed that avards
awards character motives and
the mormons
moung
testimony were highly suspect lorenzo D young
bung brigham youngs
brother termed avard a dishonest hypocritical man 15 elias higbee
described him as a man whose character was the worst I1 ever knew
in all my associations or intercourse with mankind 16 according to
sidney rigdon avard advised a potential mormon witness to swear
hard against the heads of the church since they were the ones the
in order to escape
court wanted to incriminate I intend to do it
17 one of the defense
he said for if I1 do not they will take my life 170ne
witnesses nancy rigdon later testified that avard said he would swear
to a lie to accomplish an object that he had told many a lie and would
do so again 18 william 1 wood the assistant prosecuting attorney
reported that avard became disillusioned with mormonism when
joseph smith s promised victory over the missourians
ians failed to occur
Missour
word joseph smith
wood claimed avard told him that after receiving wordjoseph
had surrendered I at once lost all faith and am no longer a mormon 19
avard s testimony covered a wide range of topics and activities the
prosecution questioned him extensively about the danite organization
byjoseph smith and his counselors
which avard claimed was directed by joseph
Da nites he reported considered themselves duty bound to obey
canites
the danites
the first presidency as to obey the supreme god 20 according
to avard joseph smith blessed the danite officers and prophesied
I
they should be the means in the hands of god of bringing forth
mil lenial kingdom 21 avard presented a copy of the danite
millenial
the millennial
liess
iless document and described the groups
harmless
constitution a relatively harn
1

I

1

1
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role in driving dissenters from caldwell county A letter ordering
oliver cowdery david whitmer and other dissenters to leave the
cormons
Mor mons was
county signed by hyrum smith and some eighty other mormons
also presented to the court in response to other questions about
related joseph smiths plans
suspected treasonous activity avard briefly relatedjoseph
for gathering the saints and building the kingdom of god in western
missouri and described the prophets leading role in mormon military
operations finally avard identified the defendants who allegedly joined
Danites marched in the expedition to daviess county and
the danites
canites
participated in the attack on state troops at crooked river 22
awards
avards testimony which makes up about one fifth of the court
record lasted two days peter burnett a newspaper editor and lawyer
who attended the hearing reported
he avard

was a very eccentric genius fluent imaginative sarcastic and
very quick in replying to questions put by the prisoners counsel his
testimony was very important if true and as he had lately been himself
a mormon and was regarded by them as a traitor from selfish motives
his testimony labored under some apparent suspicion for these reasons
he was cross examined very rigidly 23

according to david pettigrew one of those who questioned avard was
said
sald that you had unshaken confidence
joseph smith doctor you saidthat
in me as a prophet of god what gave you this confidence
smith
was it because I1 taught you how to lie steal and murder as
asked
you have testified or because you actually believed me a prophet
when avard made no reply several of the guards cried out kill the
damned doctor 24
judge king also played an active role during the examination as
he cross examined avard and other witnesses regarding mormon
activities and beliefs after eliciting testimony aboutjoseph
about joseph smiths
teachings regarding the prophecy of daniel that the kingdom of god
would roll forth like the little stone that would destroy all earthly
kingdoms king turned to the clerk and said write that down it
is a strong point for treason one of the mormon lawyers objected
but was overruled by king judge you had better make the bible
treason the lawyer observed 25
during the remainder of the hearing the prosecution called
mormons
Missour ians and twenty one cormons
Mor
mons at
forty one witnesses twenty missourians
cormons were men who had become disillusioned
least eleven of the mormons
with church policies many of them believed the danites
canites had exerted
an oppressive and spiritually unhealthy influence within mormonism
lii
lil
ill W W phelps and george walter had openly quarreled with
corrill
john con
conill
church leaders about these issues john whitmer had been driven from
nites the testimonies of
corrill whitmer and other
ofcorrill
danites
far west by the Da
canites
dissenters reflected their disapproval of mormon policies and activities 26
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most of the details and information provided by the dissenters
supported avard s testimony although they were less certain than avard
of the first presidency s direct involvement with the canites
danites they knew
of only one or two meetings that joseph smith and his counselors
attended they believed avard received his instructions from these men
john corrill and reed peck reported that they were present when the
prophet blessed the danite officers as avard described in addition
the dissenters gave corroborating testimony concerning other alleged
mormon activities and teachings
early june 1838 the danites
canites organized to expel a number
that in earlyjune
of dissenters from caldwell county the dissenters testimony described
1

Rig dons salt
the various meetings and activities such as sidney rigdons
sermon that led to the expulsion of the cowderys
Cowderys whitmers
mers and others
Whit
whitters
from the county 27
2 that on 15 october 1838 after receiving reports that vigilantes
mormons from daviess county joseph smith and
intended to drive the cormons
sidney rigdon rallied the saints in far west and declared their intention
thatjoseph
joseph smith proposed
to defend their people me
the dissenters testified that
the confiscation of the property of those who refused to fight and
suggested that such people be put upon horses with bayonets and
pitchforks and forced to ride in front of the troops they also testified
that joseph smith advised mormon soldiers to live off the spoils of war
thatjoseph
during the expedition to daviess 28
3 that during the week of 16 22 october mormon soldiers
patrolled daviess county driving settlers from their homes plundering
and burning as they sought to rid the county of their enemies the
dissenters testified that these activities were carried out under the direction
ofofjoseph
joseph smith and other mormon leaders they also claimed that during
the expedition to daviess mormon leaders reorganized the militia in
preparation for a general conflict with their missouri neighbors 29
4 that on 30 october the day the state militia arrived outside
far west joseph smith gathered mormon soldiers and declared his
intention to resist george M hinkle
hinkie testified that smith said the troops
organizing against the saints were a damned mob hinkie
hinkle also testified
mormons had tried to keep the law
that the prophet declared the cormons
long enough but as to keeping the law of missouri any longer he
joseph smith did not intend to try to do so 30

in support of the charge of treason the prosecution elicited
information regarding mormon beliefs and activities that indicated an
intent to set themselves outside the law george hinkle another surprise
witness for the state testified

the general teachings of the presidency were that the kingdom they
were setting up was a temporal as well as a spiritual kingdom that it
was the little stone spoken of by daniel until lately the teachings of
the church appeared to be peaceable and that the kingdom was to be
set up peaceably but lately a different idea has been advanced that
the time had come when this kingdom was to be set up by forcible mean
meanss
if necessary 31
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testimony by these witnesses that mormon leaders were unwilling
to submit to legal process during the disturbances including
joseph smiths instructions to the caldwell county clerk not to issue
vexatious lawsuits against mormon leaders added support to the
cormons were engaged in some sort
prosecutions contention that the mormons
of plot to subvert the laws of the state 32
cormons who appeared as witnesses for the state
the ten other mormons
were loyal church members who testified reluctantly at the hearing
according to mormon accounts these men testified because missouri
officials threatened them with prosecution and imprisonment
morris phelps reported that he attempted to testify on behalf of
the defendants but was stopped by
byjudge
judge king and the prosecuting
attorney who then filed charges against him for his participation in
most of the mormon witnesses including
33most
the crooked river battle 33
phelps either emphasized their own nonparticipation in the alleged
crimes or asserted that their leaders had forced them to take up arms
1 I first refused to go phelps replied when asked whether he
participated in the mormon attack at crooked river but being
threatened with force 1I consented to go 34 the brevity of their
testimonies indicates that these witnesses were unwilling to provide
as much information as corrill hinkle and the others nevertheless
their testimonies corroborated the dissenters statements regarding
mormon activities and beliefs and implicated many defendants in the
alleged crimes
cormons who testified gave descriptions
most of the twenty non mormons
of their encounters with mormon troops some told of being captured
cormons
Mormons
others reported that they were accosted and threatened by mormons
samuel bogart and four of his men testified regarding their battle with
mormon soldiers at crooked river As transcribed for the court record
missourians statements reveal no obvious prejudice or exaggeration
the Missourians
mcgeee testimony represents a typical example
joseph H mcgees

on thursday the

18th day of october 1I was at mr worthingtons
Worthing tons in
worthingtonu
cormons made an attack upon gallatin
Galla dn
daviess county when the mormons
mr worthington had a pair of saddlebags
saddle bags in my shop in gallatin
with notes and accountsinthem
accounts in them and he requested me to go up to the
cormons had broken
shop and try to secure them when I1 went up the mormons
open my shop and taken them out one of them had put the saddlebags on his horse and 1I asked him for them he answered that he had
authority from captain still to take them and would not let me have
them he then told me I1 must go up to the store I1 went along and
clark
when 1I arrived there oark
dark hallett one of the defendants told him that
he knew little joe mcgee the witness that there was no harm in him
and to let him go 1I was then turned loose while at the store I1 saw the
mormons
cormons taking the goods out of the store house and packing many
of the articles off on their horses a number of barrels and boxes were
rolled out before the door when these men who had goods packed before
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them rode off 1I heard a man who remained at the store halloo to one
Worthing tons and
of them to send four wagons 1I went down to mr worthingtons
worthingtonu
in returning towards the store again a short time after I1 saw the smoke
and flames bursting from the roof of the store house and three men
coming out of the house who immediately rode off the balance of the
yales a
maies
kales
kaies
company had just previously left except two who were at mr males
citizen there guarding him 1I heard parley pratt order the men to take
out the goods before the house was set on fire 1I also saw joel S miles
there in the mormon company 35

the statements by the non

mormon witnesses are straightforward and
concise contain only eyewitness descriptions of their experiences and
present evidence generally consistent with other testimony and accounts
of these events
mormons
following the examination of the state s witnesses the cormons
presented their defense the court record states that the defendants
declined to make any statements but called seven witnesses on their
behalf each witness testified regarding specific evidence against certain
prisoners nancy rigdon testified that her father sidney rigdon
was not involved in the crooked river battle she also said that
george W robinson did not have the clock he allegedly stole in daviess
county ezra chipman delia EF pine and malinda porter testified that
lyman wight did not steal a feather bed as asserted by a previous
witness another witness for the defense jonathan W barlow reported
thatjoseph
that joseph smith and lyman wight did not participate in the crooked
river battle but rode down to meet the mormon troops after receiving
word of the battle finally thoret parsons and Arza
arzajuddjr
arzajudd
Judd jr testified
bogaerts
that prior to the crooked river battle Bo
bogarts
garts troops ordered them
from parsons home in caldwell county and threatened to give
far west thunder and lightning before the next day night very
mormons organized their
little testimony was given to explain why the cormons
Danites
canites
military operations and nothing was said regarding the danites
instead the defense witnesses attempted to refute a few specific
allegations against some of the prisoners following their testimony
the prosecution called one more witness asa cook who denied that
Bo
bogaerts
bogarts
garts troops had threatened mormon settlers this concluded the
presentation of evidence by both sides 36
based on the evidence presented at the hearing judge king found
probable cause to order twenty four defendants to stand trial on
suspicion of committing arson burglary robbery and larceny these
prisoners were allowed to post bail in amounts ranging from five
hundred to one thousand dollars king committed five prisoners to
the richmond jail on charges of murder for their alleged participation
in the crooked river battle the six remaining prisoners joseph smith
hyrum smith sidney rigdon lyman wight caleb baldwin and
alexander mcrae were committed to the jail in liberty clay county
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because their alleged crimes were capital
offenses judge king allowed no bail for the prisoners charged with
treason or murder grand jury trials for the defendants were scheduled
for march 1839
some evidence was presented against each defendant charged by
king several witnesses identified most of those charged as having parmormons
ticipated in the alleged crimes contrary to the cormons
Mormons expectations
twenty nine prisoners were released due to insufficient evidence 38
mormons subsequently denounced both the hearing andjudge
and judge
the cormons
kings findings the defendants argued that the prosecutions witnesses
had testified falsely regarding mormon military operations and regarding
statements attributed to mormon leaders in addition they argued that
missouri officials had prevented them from bringing witnesses or making
an adequate defense finally they pointed to the fact that missouri
officials made no attempt to investigate the activities of non mormon
vigilantes as evidence of the prejudicial treatment they received from
missouri courts each of these three issues is discussed below
DID THE

37

prosecutions WITNESSES TESTIFY truthfully

many of the mormon complaints about the hearing emphasized
the deficiencies in the moral character of the witnesses who testified
against them As earlier mentioned mormon leaders regarded
sampson avard as a scoundrel and a liar who testified falsely to save
his life they similarly denounced the dissenters who testified at the
hearing joseph smith characterized george hinkle john corrill
reed peck and other witnesses as men who are so very ignorant that
they cannot appear respectable in any decent and civilized society and
whose eyes are full of adultery and cannot cease from sin 39 like avard
these men reportedly testified to save their lives and to seek revenge
against the church they had left
while a variety of motives undoubtedly influenced the decision
of these men to testify the more important issue is whether their
testimonies or the alternative claims of mormon leaders regarding
mormon activities in Misso
uri are substantiated by other sources
url
missouri
mormon leaders asserted that their soldiers did not burn and
plunder homes or commit other crimes in daviess county as testified
by the prosecution witnesses according to hyrum smith the
mormons
Missour
missourians
ians set fire to their own homes and then blamed the cormons
in order to inflame the excitement against them he states
many people came to see they saw the houses burning and being
filled with prejudice they could not be made to believe but that the
mormons
cormons
Mor mons set them on fire which deed was most diabolical and of
mormons
Mormons did not set them on fire
the blackest kind for indeed the cormons
nor meddle with their houses or their fields 40
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cormons said that their military operations in daviess
in addition the mormons
county were authorized by generals alexander W doniphan and
hiram G parks of the missouri state militia 41 the generals reportedly
mustered out the daviess and caldwell county militia units to which
cormons belonged and ordered them to repel the vigilantes the
the mormons
mormons
cormons thus asserted that they acted in self defense under legitimate
state authority and committed no crimes
cormons
evidence from the journals and reminiscences of loyal mormons
reveals however that mormon soldiers did engage in burning and
plundering in daviess county oliver huntington reported that mormon
soldiers after burning gallatin returned to adam ondi ahman laden
with goods which they deposited at the bishops storehouse
day 1I went to bishop knights and saw the plunder and 0
what lots I1 thought and heard them the soldiers tell in what order
they took the place
the store they burned but the goods were
preserved 42

the next

warren foote who lived in caldwell county said that the mormons
cormons
ac according to the usages of war 43
enemies corn cattle hogs &c
took their enimies
these activities carried out under the direction and approval of mormon
leaders were deemed necessary for protection against anti mormon
vigilantes benjamin R
E johnson a mormon soldier who participated
in several raids defended their actions
that we were
that it should not be supposed
common robbers because we took by reprisal that with which to keep
from starvation our women and children ours was a struggle for our lives

here let me

and homes

say

44

these reminiscences from

loyal mormon sources corroborate the

testimony given at the hearing regarding mormon activities in daviess

county 45

the

evidence also indicates that during the october expedition
to daviess county where most of the mormon military operations
examined by the court took place mormon soldiers acted on their
own and not under the authority of the state militia when general
15 october he probably advised the
doniphan arrived in far west on 13
mormons to fight in self defense he sympathized with their plight
cormons
but for a number of reasons it is unlikely that he ordered mormon
mormons planned and
soldiers to march to daviess county first the cormons
organized the expedition before doniphan arrived in far west
moreover the caldwell county militia did not belong to his brigade
he had no official authority over them finally general doniphan
did not have the authority no one in caldwell county had the
authority to order the caldwell troops to daviess county 46 similarly
the evidence indicates that general parks did not authorize the mormon
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activities in daviess county he did not arrive at adam ondi
ondl ahman
mormons had begun their raids including the burning
until after the cormons
and sacking of gallatin neither doniphan nor parks reported ordering
mormons into the field in fact as a consequence of the mormon
the cormons
activities in daviess county both generals called out their troops to
halt the mormon military operations 47
the testimony regarding the salt sermon and the expulsion of
dissenters from caldwell county is similarly verified by mormon sources
george W robinson a danite colonel and secretary to the first
presidency described the incident in his contemporary account of
these events
would mention or notice something about 0 cowdery david whitmer
prest rigdon preached one
lyman E johnson and john whitmer
sabbath upon the salt that had lost its savour that it is henceforth good
for nothing but to be cast out and troden under foot of men and the
wicked flee when no man pursueth
ueth these men took warning and soon
purs
fursueth
they were seen bounding over the prairie like the scape goat to carry
offfl their own sins we have not seen them since their influence is gone
and they are in a miserable condition so also it is with all who turn
Swin deling 48
from the truth to lying cheating defrauding & swindeling
1I

ebenezer robinson who signed the letter ordering the dissenters to
leave caldwell also left an account confirming the testimony presented
at the richmond hearing 49 none of the defendants specifically denied
the testimony regarding this incident the bulk of evidence suggests
that the dissenters testimony was true
mormon leaders made surprisingly few references to the danites
canites
in their public petitions and statements regarding the richmond
hearing joseph smith asserted that sampson avard swore false
concerning the danite constitution but neither he nor the other
defendants disputed the testimony describing the teachings and
activities of the danite organization 50 evidence from mormon sources
particularly morris phelps s reminiscences corroborates the testimony
about the groups teachings and goals 51 contemporary mormon
danites played an active and influential
accounts also reveal that the canites
role in mormon affairs such as the expulsion of dissenters from
in june the consecrating of property to the church
caldwell county injune
injure
the fourth of
ofjuly
july celebration at far west and the mormon expedition
to daviess county after the gallatin election battle 52 the group
operated prominently in northern missouri for nearly five months its
cormons as well as to
teachings and activities were known to non mormons
canites and the presence
latter day saints the influential role of the danites
of mormon leaders within the organization lend support to the
witnesses testimony that the first presidency approved of and
encouraged the group s activities
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there remains a question

however regarding the extent to which
Danites in a letter to the saints
joseph smith actively directed the danites
canites
joseph smith asserted that avard taught many false and pernicious
things of which the first presidency was not aware 53 in addition
cormons claimed that avard and not joseph smith
nearly all mormons
directed the danite organization their assertions contradict avards
awards
testimony but not the testimony of other witnesses for the prosecution
although corrill peck and other witnesses believed that avard received
his instructions from joseph smith none of them claimed to have
firsthand knowledge of this fact they all affirmed that avard was the
teacher and active agent of the society 54 the evidence thus
corroborates most of the testimony regarding the danites
Da nites only awards
canites
avards
assertions that the first presidency wrote the danite constitution and
directed the organizations activities remain in doubt
joseph smiths role in directing mormon activities represented a
central element of the prosecutions case the charge of treason against
the prophet rested on the assertion that he directed not only the danite
organization but also mormon military operations in daviess and

caldwell counties
mormon leaders denied the testimony placingjoseph
placing joseph smith at the
head of mormon troops brigham young stated thatjoseph
that joseph smith was
in no way connected with the militia of that state missouri neither
did he bear arms at all nor give advice 55 hyrum smith asserted that
his brother never bore arms as a military man in any capacity
whatever whilst in the state of missouri or previous to that time
neither has he given any orders or assumed any command in any
capacity whatever 56 parley P pratt further contended that the prophet
never bore arms or did military duty not even in self defense 57 the
testimony thatjoseph
that joseph smith played a leading role in mormon military
operations these men asserted was false
evidence from mormon journals and reminiscences however contradicts these statements albert P rockwood reported that following
the gallatin election battle joseph smith & lyman white were at the
head of the company army of israel that went up to the relief of the
cormons reported that the prophet
brethren in davis sic co 58 many mormons
organized and led the mormon troops when the missouri militia first
appeared outside far west 59 on another occasion joseph smith countermanded an order by state militia colonel george hinkle directing
a group of mormon soldiers to ride to haun s mill james H rollins
that joseph smith told us that we were his men and that we
states thatjoseph
must not go if we did go against his will we would not be one of
mormons recognized
us left to tell the tale tomorrow morning 60 AH
all cormons
ali
ail
the prophets leading role in temporal as well as spiritual affairs shortly
after the mormon expedition to daviess county rockwood wrote
I I

1 1
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you may ask if the prophet goes out with the saints to battle I1 answer
he is a prophet to go before the people as in times of old
bro joseph
has unsheathed his sword & in the name of jesus declares that it shall
not be sheathed again until he can go into any country or state in safety
and peace 61

evidence from loyal mormon sources thus confirms the testimony that
joseph smith actively directed many of the mormon military operations
related to the issue ofofjoseph
joseph smiths leadership role among the
saints is the testimony regarding his alleged disregard for the law
again mormon sources confirm many of the witnesses reports of
various statements and speeches by the prophet warren foote
stated that prior to the march of mormon troops to daviess county
joseph smith said that those who would not turn out to help to
suppress the mob should have their property taken to support those
mormon leaders
who would 62 regarding vexatious law suits
denounced such proceedings in the political motto of the church
ofjuly celebration where they
of latter day saints and at the fourth ofjuly
publicly warned that they would allow no one to initiate vexatious
13 13similarly
mormons made no secret of their
lawsuits against them 63
similarly the cormons
belief that they were establishing a temporal kingdom of god which
as daniel prophesied would eventually destroy all other earthly
kingdoms the prophet joseph laid the foundation of our church
in a military Sspirit wrote benjamin E
johnson
ohnson of
ofmormonism
mormonism s early
FJejohnson
years and as the master taught his di siples so he taught Us to sell
64
641t
our coats and buy swords
it was this spirit the witnesses testified of
when the testimony of the mormon defense witnesses is compared
with evidence from other sources one glaring inconsistency arises
numerous prosecution witnesses testified that lyman wight led a
millport
millpost
company of mormon troops to Mill
port several witnesses stated
that they saw wight near the town shortly after it was burned in
rebuttal three defense witnesses testified that wight did not leave
adam ondi ahman during the period in question in a petition
liberty jail
written while he was in libertyjail
jali wight insisted that he never left
jall
his house 65 in affidavits filed in 1843 however both hyrum smith
and lyman wight stated that wight commanded mormon troops in
expeditions against the vigilantes 66 wight reported that he led a
millpost
millport
company of sixty men to Mill
port the 1843 affidavits confirm the
testimony of the prosecutions witnesses
source materials for this period do not provide the necessary detail
to examine each accusation against the defendants the evidence that
is available however substantiates most of the testimony by the
prosecution s witnesses regarding key issues and events such as the
salt sermon and expulsion of dissenters from far west the teachings
and activities of the danite band the burning and plundering
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committed by mormon soldiers in daviess county andjoseph
and joseph smiths
leading role in the mormon military organizations
CONDUCT OF THE TRIAL

the mormon defendants

charged that missouri officials conspired
to prevent them from presenting an adequate defense at the hearing
according to many accounts captain bogart and his men cast into
prison nearly forty defense witnesses and drove the rest from the state
many defendants reported that neither they nor their witnesses were
allowed to testify several also stated that they were prevented from
getting legal counsel in addition judge king and other local officials
allegedly threatened mormon witnesses and forced them to testify at
the point of bayonet the frightened and intimidated witnesses then
testified falsely to save their own lives according to these accounts
the richmond hearing was a cynical pretense of justice in which
missouri officials deliberately violated standard legal procedures in
order to charge the mormon defendants people they knew were
innocent of any wrongdoing with all manner of crimes had proper
mormons argued they could have
legal procedures been followed these cormons
disproved the testimony against them
evidence from mormon sources supports the claim that mormon
witnesses were intimidated at the richmond hearing missouri officials
apparently threatened to prosecute witnesses who refused to cooperate
with the investigation morris phelps a witness and defendant reported
that he was prosecuted because of his reluctance to testify against the
other prisoners 67 james H rollins claimed he was originally summoned
to testify against the others but soon found he was a defendant and
not a witness 68 william huntington sr went into hiding after
hearing rumors that local ruffians intended to throw him in prison
to prevent him from testifying for the defense according to his son
huntington later reached an understanding with these men and
did not testify 69 69john
john murdock complained that he went to richmond
for the hearing but was not allowed to testify 70 regarding those who
did testify for the defense ebenezer robinson wrote that our witnesses
were treated so badly and intimidated to such an extent it was
considered useless to attempt to make an extended defense 71
the evidence suggests however that many of the other claims
regarding the conduct of the hearing are exaggerated the mormon
accounts do not give the names of the forty defense witnesses who were
reportedly thrown in jail nor do any mormon individuals report
receiving such treatment because they were called to testify 72 neither
peter H burnett nor erastus snow who both attended the hearing
reported this gross obstruction of justice 73 there is no evidence
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corroborating mormon reports of the mass jailing of their witnesses
in addition mormon claims that they were not allowed to testify to
bring witnesses or to have legal counsel are not true the court record
shows that seven witnesses testified for the defense the court record
also states that the defendants themselves declined the opportunity
to be examined 74 and two of the best known defense lawyers in
western missouri alexander W doniphan and amos rees handled
the case for the defendants 75
two related issues should also be examined the first deals with
ae kings alleged prejudice against the saints kings brother in law
judge
judae
jud
mormons in jackson county
had been killed in a skirmish with the cormons
in 1833 during the 1838 disturbances he wrote to governor boggs
mormons had become the aggressors in the
and charged that the cormons
conflict the defendants asserted that throughout the hearing the
judge made statements revealing his prejudice and determination to
throw them in prison if the governors exterminating order had been
directed to me king reportedly told the defendants 1 I would have
seen it fulfilled to the very letter ere this time 76 should king have
disqualified himself and requested another judge to sit in his place
judge kings previous involvement in the mormon disturbances
even when evaluated by the less rigid standards of frontier society was
sufficient to warrant his disqualification from the richmond hearing if
king made the statements attributed to him by mormon defendants
then clearly he lacked the impartiality to preside at the hearing there
is no evidence however that any other judges were considered for the
hearing perhaps part of the problem was that no judge in western
missouri was completely free from bias yet bringing a new judge a
hundred miles across the state to conduct a preliminary hearing would
have been unusual for this period king as judge of the fifthjudicial
fifth judicial
circuit was the logical choice to conduct the hearing because his
jurisdiction included all the counties where the alleged crimes had been
committed
regardless of whether king should have sat at the hearing the
evidence suggests that mormon claims regarding his behavior are
missourians connected with the hearing praised kings
exaggerated Missourians
handling of the examination william T wood who served as a lawyer
for the saints in injackson
jackson county and assisted the prosecuting attorney
at the richmond hearing denied the mormon claims regarding the
court of inquiry asserting the trial was not a mock trial judge king
presided in good faith and with fairness 77 general clark reported
every facility was afforded the prisoners in getting their witnesses
ac that could be and as far as 1I could observe the investigation was
&c
conducted upon legal grounds 78 their close connections to the
investigation undoubtedly colored these reports by wood and clark
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but even amos rees who served the entire hearing as one of the lawyers
for the mormon defendants reported in a private letter that they were
tried and committed according to the law
judge king sitting as a court of enquiry heard all the evidence in a regular
way and had it all reduced to writing as required by law the mormons
cormons
ac and after this the judge
were then heard by their counsel in defence &c
proceeded to commit some of them for treason and murder to discharge
others and to admit to bail the great majority of them 79

finally an examination of the court record reveals that judge king
regardless of any prejudice he may have had charged and committed
the defendants on the evidence against them in fact he released
nearly half the mormon prisoners due to insufficient evidence this
does not mean thatjudge
that judge king held no prejudice against the saints
nor that there were not some irregularities associated with the richmond
hearing rather this evidence represents further support that missouri
officials generally followed accepted procedures for preliminary hearings
the charge of treason represents another controversial issue related
to the hearing missouri state law stipulates
every person who shall commit treason against the state by levying
war against the same or by adhering to the enemies thereof by giving
them aid and comfort shall upon conviction suffer death or be
sentenced to imprisonment in the penitentiary for a period not less than
ten years 80

cormons had
the mormons

gathered in missouri to establish a religious
community not to levy war against their neighbors no evidence exists
to indicate treasonous intent in mormon teachings or activities but
this does not necessarily imply thatjudge
that judge king was mistaken in his
ruling the testimony at the richmond hearing provided sufficient
preliminary heating
evidence
hearing to charge mormon
for
evidencefor
fot the purposes ofa
of a ofapreliminary
oda
leaders with treason witnesses testified that 1 mormon leaders
publicly declared they would resist state authority 2 mormon soldiers
attacked state troops burned two towns and drove settlers from their
homes 3 mormon leaders directed the secret danite organization
which threatened and expelled from their homes saints who would
cormons planned to build a temporal
not obey the prophet and 4 the mormons
kingdom in western missouri judge kings ruling did not represent
a judgment of guilt against the defendants but rather indicated his
belief that the evidence warranted further investigation of the charges
mormons
Mormons defense against the charge of treason and against
the cormons
all the charges brought against them rested not on the contention that
they had not committed the acts described at the hearing but on the
reasons why they took up arms why then did they not explain their
mormons
actions and disprove the charges against them if as the cormons
Mormons
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lawyer asserted the richmond hearing was conducted according to
I
regular procedures why did the defendants present such a meager
defense
the nature of the richmond hearing rather than a deliberate
cormons
Mor mons defense the hearing was
obstruction of justice limited the mormons
a preliminary examination to evaluate the states evidence against the
defendants not a trial to prove their innocence or guilt thus when
morris phelps attempted to testify on behalf of the prisoners judge king
told him that we do not want to here sic any testimony on that
side of the question 81 similarly the prosecuting attorney objected
to the testimony of another mormon witness arguing that this was
not a court to try the case but only a court of investigation on the
1

part of the state 82
the evidence against the defendants made
in addition the weight of theevidence
it inadvisable for them to make an extended defense at that time A
lengthy defense even if admitted by the court would have been
cormons
Mor
mons defense was largely an explanation
counterproductive the mormons
of why they committed the acts alleged to be crimes they had acted
in self defense mormon soldiers invaded daviess county and attacked
state troops at crooked river because they were trying to protect
themselves from anti mormon vigilantes mormon leaders condemned
missouri officials and engaged in extralegal activities because lawful
methods had failed to protect their people their intentions had been
defensive rather than aggressive an assertion of these arguments by
the defendants however would have required a concurrent admission
of involvement in the alleged criminal acts for the purposes of the
preliminary hearing this would have confirmed the suspicion of guilt
already created by the prosecution but would have availed nothing
toward securing the prisoners release explanations regarding why they
committed their alleged crimes were appropriately saved for their future
trials

viewed from this perspective the reason why doniphan and rees
advised their clients not to testify becomes clear while they had little
hope of dispelling the suspicion of guilt created by the state s witnesses
their own testimonies might further incriminate themselves or other
mormons not yet charged witnesses for the defense carried the same
cormons
risk in addition by allowing defense witnesses to testify lawyers for
mormons would have revealed to the prosecution their intended
the cormons
line of defense at future trials thus when doniphan told his clients
even
not to bring witnesses because it would avail us nothing
if a cohort of angels were to come and swear we were innocent he
may have been referring to the preponderance of evidence establishing
probable cause against the defendants as well as to any alleged
prejudice of the court 83 83these
these strategic considerations along with a
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genuine fear for the safety of mormon witnesses probably influenced the
decision to bring few witnesses to richmond 84 the fact that
thatjudge
judge king
released nearly half the defendants many of whom had participated
in the alleged crimes suggests that the strategy was successful
perhaps too much was made of the richmond court of inquiry
mormons who cited the testimony as evidence that the
by non cormons
mormons instigated the conflict and by mormons
cormons
cormons who cited the
conduct of the hearing as evidence they did not receive a fair trial the
hearing and as such
court of inquiry was not a trial but a preliminary heading
represented insufficient evidence to prove the contentions of either
group whether subsequent trials at which mormon defendants could
have presented an extended defense would have altered their views
will never be known because only one mormon was ever brought to
trial the defendants released on bail all left the state as required
by the governors expulsion order and did not return for their trials
joseph smith and a number of other defendants were indicted by a
grand jury in daviess county but they escaped their guards and fled
to illinois while being transferred to boone county on a change of
venue the defendants charged with murder also received a change
of venue to boone county where most escaped from the columbia
jail while awaiting trial of the two remaining prisoners luman gibbs
had the charges against him dismissed while king follett the only
mormon actually tried by the missourians
Missourians was acquitted of a robbery
charge 85

evaluation

OF THE RICHMOND HEARING

this reappraisal of the richmond hearing

does not necessarily lead
to the conclusion that justice was served by the judicial inquiry
although some mormon accounts of the courts proceedings were clearly
inaccurate and misleading their basic contention was correct the
richmond inquiry did not represent a thorough or therefore
unbiased investigation of the disturbances missouri officials made
no effort to prosecute anti mormon vigilantes who plundered burned
and drove mormon settlers from their homes there was no court of
inquiry to investigate the killing of william carey or the slaughter of
mormon settlers at haunsmill
mill 86
86the
haunssMill
Haun
the official investigation into the
causes of the disturbances was manifestly one sided
cormons and to many non mormon
it was obvious to the mormons
cormons had committed crimes during the
settlers as well that non mormons
cormons
disturbances the attempt by local officials to prosecute only mormons
therefore appeared to be a cynical pretense of justice a deliberate
violation of law how could they ignore the many crimes committed
by the anti mormon vigilantes87
vigilantes87
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the same

question however can be raised concerning mormon
accounts of these events mormon soldiers engaged in highly provocative
and destructive raids on missouri settlements it was obvious to
missourians and to many mormon dissenters as well that mormon
Missourians
soldiers committed crimes during the disturbances yet mormon leaders
denied any wrongdoing and placed all blame for the conflict on the
mormons sincerely believe that only missourians
missourians
ians did the cormons
ians
Missour
Missour
committed crimes during the disturbances or were their statements
cynical attempts to sway public opinion
herein lies the key to understanding the conduct of the richmond
court of inquiry each side believed that the other was the main cause
of trouble this myopic view of the conflict allowed those on both sides
to justify their own actions as defensive while at the same time viewing
the actions of their enemies as aggressive and threatening they excused
their own excesses and illegal activities as having been provoked by their
opponents neither group understood how its own activities contributed
to the disturbances As in most wars the hostility and fear generated
by the conflict caused the participants to hold rigidly to their biased
views it is not surprising then that mormon leaders blamed only
missourians
ians in their accounts of the conflict but neither is it surprising
Missour
that at the conclusion of the disturbances missouri officials prosecuted
mormons
Mor
only cormons
mons the majority in both groups held one sided views of
the causes of the conflict
this leads to the major conclusion of this study it is one thing when
the prejudice of government officials hampers their judgment and
consequently their ability to administer justice impartially it is another
when their prejudice is so strong that it also leads them to deliberately
and consistently violate the law in order to act on their prejudice the
former condition can eventually lead to the latter and it is often difficult
to distinguish between the two nevertheless there is a difference the
conduct of the richmond hearing evidenced much of the former but
cormons
little of the latter that is the failure to prosecute non mormons
revealed an extreme bias but it did not necessarily represent a deliberate
lynch ings civil
attempt to circumvent the law there were no lynchings
authorities rather than militia officers or vigilante leaders assumed
control of the proceedings and the evidence indicates that they
conducted the examination according to accepted procedures for
preliminary hearings
this fine line distinction between degrees of prejudice would have
provided little solace for the mormon defendants who languished several
months in jail waiting for their trials but the distinction provides
important insights for historians trying to understand these people and
events it suggests that we should reexamine the way we have viewed
the mormon and non mormon participants in the missouri conflict
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mormon historians have too quickly dismissed the statements of
mormon dissenters as exaggerations influenced by an assumed bitterness
against church authorities the evidence from loyal mormon sources
corroborating the dissenters testimony indicates that more credence
should be given to their accounts of these events in addition historians
should take a closer look at the circumstances that led to the dissenters
disaffection from mormonism dissenters in missouri generally gave
two reasons for their discontent first they opposed the oppressive
influence of sampson avard and the danites
Danites whose extreme loyalty
canites
to tojoseph
joseph smith prevented open discussion or questioning of church
policies the churchs
danicism
Daniti sm
churche subsequent rejection of avard and danitism
following the richmond hearing suggests that the dissenters
opposition may have been warranted 88 second the dissenters believed
overreacted
over
reacted to the threats of vigilante violence
that mormon leaders overreached
and that mormon military operations were unnecessarily provocative
they feared that extralegal activities would bring the entire state against
them the eventual outcome of the conflict indicates that their fears
were justified 89
89the
the statements and claims of the mormon dissenters
should of course be weighed carefully some accounts are more accurate
than others but the evidence indicates that they can add to our
understanding of these events
similarly the statements and claims of mormon leaders should
also be weighed carefully their petitions and affidavits were made for
public consumption primarily they wanted to dispel the notion created
mormons
by the publication of the richmond court record that the cormons
had engaged in illegal or violent activities As demonstrated above
the private accounts in mormon journals and reminiscences do not
always support the public claims of their leaders regarding these events
finally more attention should be given to the missourians
ians
Missour
descriptions of these events this does not mean that their acts of
violence and crime should be excused nor that we should consider them
mormons
Mor
mons wrong there was no single view among
right and the cormons
Missour ians regarding the mormon problem some would have gladly
missourians
mormons justly punished many
violated legal procedure to see the cormons
others considered the anti mormon vigilantes to be as much at fault
mormons in creating the disturbances the majority of residents
as the cormons
mormons instigated the
in western missouri however believed the cormons
conflict and this view guided their investigation at the richmond
hearing
this essay s focus on the richmond hearing is necessarily biased
mormons because the richmond hearing itself focused on
against the cormons
a narrow set of questions relating to the alleged criminal behavior of
mormons
mormon individuals nevertheless it highlights the non cormons
genuine concern and alarm regarding specific mormon teachings and
I1
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activities especially those of the danite organization in addition
mormons treated events that occurred near the end of the
non cormons
disturbances such as mormon depredations in daviess county as
mormons had aggressive intentions all along many
evidence that the cormons
mormons though not all failed to see that mormon military
non cormons
activities were primarily a response to anti mormon violence and that
to some degree mormon soldiers were goaded into committing
excesses against non mormon citizens 90 once we understand this biased
mormons
Missour ians believed the cormons
view we can understand why many missourians
were the cause of trouble and we can further understand the logic
Missourians investigation of alleged mormon crimes
motivating the missourians
the conduct and outcome of the richmond hearing also help to
cormons in
illuminate one of the central problems faced by the mormons
missouri during the height of conflict an exasperated joseph smith
reportedly complained who is so big a fool as to cry the law the law
when it is always administered against us and never in our favor 91 local
officials intervened on numerous occasions during the disturbances
but they proved unable and in some instances unwilling to halt
mormons were occasionally arrested for
the anti mormon violence cormons
mormons
committing illegal acts but this was rarely the case with non cormons
cormons were
the richmond hearing followed this same pattern mormons
arrested and jailed for causing the disturbances while the actions of
mormons were ignored by law enforcement officials this outcome
non cormons
illustrates how the dominant community can use the law to enforce
local customs and values and to preserve the power of the existing
elite against groups of people perceived as threatening to that
community the lawful incarceration of joseph smith and other
mormon leaders helped to justify and expedite the eventual expulsion
mormons from the state
of the cormons
missourians view of the conflict can be contrasted with the
the Missourians
view dominating mormon histories and accounts mormon accounts
tend to focus upon events that occurred at the beginning of the
disturbances when anti mormon vigilantes initiated conflicts with
mormon settlers and upon the suffering endured by mormons
cormons
throughout the conflict mormon accounts downplay ignore and even
deny danite aggression plundering and burning by mormon soldiers
and other activities that missourians
ians viewed as threatening and illegal
Missour
many cormons
mormons
cormons were to blame for the
Mormons believing that non mormons
conflict erroneously concluded that what finally resulted the
mormons
cormons expulsion was part of a conspiracy concocted by the
governor down to the lowest judge 92 they regarded the richmond
cormons from
hearing as part of this civilian conspiracy to drive the mormons
the state their view mirrored the view of missourians
ians who believing
Missour
cormons were to blame for the conflict erroneously concluded
that mormons
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that what finally resulted the numerous depredations by mormon
soldiers

was part of a mormon conspiracy to seize property and power

missouri officials charged mormon leaders with treason
at the richmond hearing
rather than seeking to assess blame however the historian can
gain greater insight by seeking to understand the perceptions and
beliefs motivating the participants actions for example historians
are not necessarily wrong when they point to anti mormon agitation
as the initial cause of trouble but such a narrow view does not
help us to understand how and why the conflict expanded why
mormons who were initially friendly or neutral toward the
non cormons
mormons eventually sided against them or why the conflict ended with
cormons
mormons
Mor
mons expulsion from missouri the alternative approach of
the cormons
seeking to understand rather than blame still allows the historian
mormons sought mainly to defend themselves from
to point out that cormons
anti mormon vigilantes that mormon leaders initially appealed to civil
authorities for help and that the mormon people suffered terrible
injustices in missouri but this approach also requires the historian to
mormons to point out that most
give credence to the accounts by non cormons
Missour ians also believed they were fighting on the defensive that many
missourians
Missour
missourians
ians hoped for a peaceful resolution of the conflict and that
mormons
mormons suffered injustices at the hands of cormons
Mor
mons there
many non cormons
mormons
mormons or non cormons
was of course no single view among either cormons
regarding these events consequently it is only by taking into account
mormons and
the multifarious and contending voices among both cormons
Missour
missourians
ians that we can hope to understand the complicated pattern
of prejudices motives and forces that eventually led to the saints
expulsion from the state

that

is why
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